For slow-fast quantum systems, we compute first corrections to the quantum action and to the effective slow Hamiltonian.
Introduction
The phase space of a classical adiabatic system is represented as the direct product of a "fast" fiber and a "slow" base which are distinguished from each other algebraically by the presence of a small parameter (let us call it ε) in the mutual Poisson brackets between coordinates on the slow phase manifold. Quantum adiabatic systems are organized in a similar way but the notion of Poisson brackets is replaced, in this case, by the notion of commutator, thus the mutual commutators between slow quantum coordinates in such systems are proportional to the small parameter ε.
The guiding idea of the adiabatic approximation method can be declared as follows: try, asymptotically in ε, to extract quantum mechanics along slow coordinates only and clean it from fast coordinates as much as possible.
Since the fast quantum eigenstates depend on slow coordinates, then there generally appears a correlation between fast and slow "directions" already at the first order of the adiabatic asymptotic expansion with respect to ε. The corrections of order ε to the leading Born-Oppenheimer adiabatic terms can be computed in several different manners [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] .
The problem is that these corrections are operators still acting in fast directions, e.g., they interlace different adiabatic energy levels, and so, one cannot say that we have up to O(ε 2 ) an effective quantum adiabatic Hamiltonian over the slow coordinate algebra.
The known schemes (see, e.g., [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] ) allowing to make these ε-corrections to be operators in slow directions work well if the fast direction is lowdimensional and described by matrices (as it happens for the Pauli, Dirac, or Maxwell equations). But if the fast direction is infinite-dimensional and described by differential operators (as it happens for systems with light and heavy particles, or for systems with fast Larmor vortices, etc.), then the matrix point of view fails. It is very ineffective, nongeometric, and nonalgebraic to deal with infinite-dimensional matrices; the situation here is very similar to that of old matrix quantum mechanics.
Another inconvenience of the usual adiabatic approaches is that they are based on the information about the fast eigenstates of the system. If these states are just eigenvectors of 2-, 3-,. . . , 6-dimensional matrices, then this is not a bid difficulty. But if one needs to compute eigenstates of a differential operator, and variations of these fast states provide contributions to the final effective Hamiltonian, then such an adiabatic approach occurs to be unsatisfactory.
At the same time in classical mechanics, there are adiabatic approximation schemes [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] which allow, under some conditions, to exclude fast directions and compute the effective adiabatic Hamiltonian on the slow phase manifold in an elegant geometric manner.
The aim in the present paper is to develop the quantum version of these classical adiabatic approximation schemes. We continue and generalize the approach of [18] introducing the notion of quantum action. The result can, in short, be formulated as follows: the adiabatic Hamiltonians act on the eigensubspaces of the quantum action. Thus, in our work, the universal Plank concept of "action" replaces the customary method of matrix diagonalization and provides an opportunity for solving the quantum adiabatic problem in the case of infinite-dimensional fast direction.
The main objects taken from [18] are noncommutative-deformed slow coordinates which commute with the quantum action and satisfy the canonical commutation relations. They can be considered as a certain analog of the Landau guiding center coordinates. Our final effective adiabatic Hamiltonian is expressed via these noncommutative-deformed slow coordinates. So, we do not keep the initial slow phase manifold unchanged, but deform it. This deformation is a necessary step to separate the fast directions and to extract the slow dynamics.
The averaged values of the noncommutative-deformed slow coordinates, in general, do not coincide with the classical ones. Thus the above-mentioned analogy with the Landau guiding center coordinates is not complete. In our case, the deformation indeed changes the average geometry of the slow space. One has to stress that the word "geometry" is not used occasionally here: the noncommutative-deformed slow coordinates are changed by the usual differential geometric rule under changing the classical slow coordinates.
Note that all these deformations and computations of asymptotics we make up to O(ε 2 ) only for simplicity. Also note that the presence of the small parameter ε in the commutators between slow coordinates implies that one can apply the semiclassical asymptotics theory to analyze the obtained effective quantum adiabatic Hamiltonian.
Moreover, one can try to develop the whole quantum adiabatic approximation scheme from the very beginning in combination with the semiclassical asymptotics (as in [18] ). But in the present paper we do not follow this way; the advantages of our general approach is that we do not restrict ourselves to specific assumptions required to apply the semiclassical theory (like the integrability, compactness or noncompactness of energy levels, absence of separatrix, etc.).
Another important remark: we do not assume that in fast coordinates the system has any semiclassical behavior. So our general results do not use any Poisson or symplectic geometry along fast fibers. But, of course, we can also consider the totally semiclassical case: with an additional parameter at fast commutators, and the corresponding small parameter ε at slow commutators. In this case, our general quantum results make possible the more systematic derivation and reorganization of the Plank-type quantization conditions previously obtained in [18] in the framework of the semiclassical adiabatic approximation.
In the classical limit → 0, when the commutator i [·, ·] becomes the Poisson brackets, our quantum adiabatic approximation results coincide with those known in classical mechanics.
Adiabatic approximation via quantum "action"
Let us consider the case of one degree of freedom in the fast direction.
We denote by A = A(R 2 ) an algebra of "fast" operators of the type F = F (A), where the function F with all derivatives has no more than a polynomial growth at infinity, and the set A = (A 1 , A 2 ) consists of two selfadjoint operators A 1 , A 2 representing the Heisenberg algebra in some Hilbert space, i.e.,
[
These operators are assumed to be Weyl-symmetrized when substituted into the function F , that is,
The function F is called the Weyl symbol of the operator F (A).
We also consider a "slow" phase space D ≈ R 2n with the set of Darboux coordinates x = (x 1 , . . . , x 2n ), so that
The "slow" quantum operatorsx j are assumed to obey the commutation relations with a small parameter ε: 4) and these operators commute with all fast operators
The quantum adiabatic system which we deal with has the Hamiltonian
where the slow operatorsx = (x 1 , . . . ,x 2n ) are Weyl-symmetrized. The function H = H(x) in (2.6) is usually called the "operator-valued symbol". We are here interested in the case where H(x), at each x, has discrete spectrum and the eigenvalues λ k (x) called "terms" are smooth functions of x.
Note that all terms λ k (x) are automatically nondegenerate, i.e., their multiplicity equals 1, since the algebra (2.1) has only one degree of freedom.
The adiabatic approximation is, generally speaking, targeted to a reduction of the Hamiltonian (2.6) over the direct product of fast and slow algebras (2.1), (2.4) to some effective Hamiltonian over the slow algebra only. The first step is the reduction to the quantized terms:
and secondly to compute the higher order corrections to the leading terms λ k (the effective adiabatic Hamiltonians):
The rough reduction from (2.6) to (2.7) is made, for instance, by the Born-Oppenheimer method. But more precise reduction to (2.8) and explicit computation of the scalar Hamiltonians µ k over the slow phase space is a not simple question.
Let us ask: How one can obtain the terms λ k (x) from the operator-valued symbol H(x)? The routine answer is to use the eigenprojection P k (x) (or the eigenvectors, as in the original Born-Oppenheimer scheme):
By quantizing (2.9) and using relations (2.4) one deriveŝ
Thus, by the intertwining operatorP k = P k (x), the Hamiltonian (2.6) is transformed to (2.7). But the next step, in the order ε, fails to reach (2.8) on this way. The defect is that each relation (2.9) deals only with a separate labelling number k and does not allow one to join and consider all these numbers simultaneously.
A natural object combining all the labelling numbers k from (2.9) is the family of action operators
It has the integer-valued spectrum and its one-parameter group satisfies the 2π-periodicity condition:
Here 1 is the unity element (operator) in A. Let us assume that the operator-valued symbol H(x) is bounded from below and its eigenvalues are ordered as follows:
In the same way, one can consider the case where the eigenvalues are not bounded from below.
We choose a smooth function f = f (s, x), strongly monotonic in s, such that
Then one obtains the representation
Actually such a representation of the fast Hamiltonian one can have a priori, i.e., without any references to the eigenprojections, just keeping the key property (2.10) of the action operators. Such an action determined by (2.10) is the operator analog of labelling numbers. And representation (2.12) can in fact be considered as a fundamental property of the system. Representations of this type are widely used in semiclassical and classical mechanics. Now let us quantize relations (2.10), (2.12) by substituting x →x. We assume everywhere below, without special mentioning, that all used scalar or A-valued functions in slow coordinates are smooth and belong to suitable classes allowing one to quantize these functions over the Heisenberg algebra (2.4).
Note that, after quantization, the operatorŜ = S(x) does not obey relation (2.10) exactly, the discrepancy order is O(ε). But one can try to construct a correct "quantum action"
to preserve the periodicity:
Then the eigenvalues ofŜ ε are integer: spectrum(Ŝ ε ) = {k | k = 0, 1, 2, . . . } and the eigensubspaces ofŜ ε can be used to separate adiabatic bands of the HamiltonianĤ.
HowĤ is related toŜ ε ? From (2.12) and (2.13) we have
where ∂ def = ∂/∂s and the Weyl symmetrization of S ε and W is assumed. Therefore, after quantization,
where on the right-hand side of (2.15) all the operators are Weyl-symmetrized, and the correction Q is described in Appendix A. In (2.15) we know, up to O(ε 2 ), the spectrum ofŜ ε , but the difficulty is thatx andŴ do not commute withŜ ε and so it is impossible to restrict the right-hand side of (2.15) to eigensubspaces ofŜ ε .
To eliminate this obstruction in the order ε, let us first deform the slow coordinates
Here Y is some vector field on D with values in A.
Then (2.15) is transformed tô
where D = ∂/∂x and all operators in (2.18) are Weyl-symmetrized. The leading term in (2.18) can already be restricted (up to O(ε 2 )) to the kth eigensubspace ofŜ ε and provides the reduction of the Hamiltonian (2.6) to f (k,X ε ) + O(ε) with slow coordinates x replaced by their quantum deformations X ε . Now the following two questions arise: -What are mutual commutation relations between X j ε ? Can these deformed coordinates be actually used as analogs of slow classical coordinates?
-How can one deal with the ε-order correction in (2.18) which still does not commute withŜ ε ?
3 Noncommutative-deformed slow coordinates 
where by # we denote the operation
To prove formula (3.2) one needs to mention the relation
where the sign & denotes the averaging operation
Identity (3.4) follows from (2.10) by applying the derivatives with respect to x. Let us note that operations (3.3) and (3.5) are related to each other as follows:
In particular, in (3.2) we have
Note that the A-values vector field Y in (3.2) whose components commute with S cannot be computed from equation (3.1). There must be some other conditions to determine this field. We describe them in Theorem 3.1 below. Now let us look at commutators between noncommutatively deformed slow coordinates. From (2.16) one derives
where 8) and
Here the summation by repeated up and low indices is assumed, and we use the covariant derivative notation
Since the fast spectrum does not degenerate, it follows from (3.2) that Y j are functions of S, i.e.,
Therefore, from (3.9) and taking into account the properties
and, in particular,
On the other hand, by applying the commutator withŜ ε to both sides of (3.6) and taking (2.17) into account, we see that the whole A-valued tensor K jl in (3.6) also commutes with the action [K jl , S] = 0. Thus from (3.12) and (3.7) we derive [K jl , S] = 0, and so,
Note that by applying the averaging operation (3.5) to both sides of (3.8), we can kill the first two summands in the right-hand side of (3.8) and obtain the representation for the contravariant tensork =k(S, x) (3.13):
Now one can introduce the covariant tensor
Then by applying the commutator withX m ε to both sides of 3.6) and using the Jacobi identity for double commutators we conclude that the differential 2-form (similar to the well-known Berry-Simon curvature form [5, 6] )
is closed on D, and thus it is exact:
Therefore by choosing in (3.10), (3.11)
and using representation (3.7) one obtains K = 0. Thus relations (3.6) read
We prove the following theorem.
Theorem 3.1. Let us determine the differential 2-form (3.16) on the slow phase space by choosing ω jk (s, x) from relations (3.14), (3.15) . Then take the primitive 1-form θ (3.17), define the vector field y = y(s, x) on the slow phase space by (3.18), and choose the operator-values vector field Y in (3.2) from (3.10). Then the noncommutatively deformed coordinates (2.16) on the slow phase space satisfy, up to O(ε 3 ), the canonical commutation relations (3.19) given by the tensor J, as well as commute with the quantum actionŜ ε up to O(ε 2 ) (2.17).
Note that the transformation x → X ε can be interpreted as a nearly identical map of the original slow phase space to a new one embedded into the whole fast-slow fibration.
Computation of the quantum action
Now we compute the correlation W to the action operator S in (2.13). The basic equation is (2.14). From the general Lemma A.1 (see in Appendix) one derives the formula for the Weyl symbol of the exponent (2.14):
where
After expansion of the exponential function in (4.2) by known formulas of the perturbation theory, we obtain
where the operation & is determined by (3.5) . By taking identity (2.10) into account one computes
The basic equation (2.14) and relation (4.1) imply U ε ≡ 1 + O(ε 2 ) and so it follows from (4.3) that
From equation (3.1) we know that
Thus the integral in (4.4) is transformed to
where we used (3.4) in the last equality. Therefore, (4.4) reads
. From this relation we can reconstruct W but not uniquely:
Actually, such a "gauge" nonuniqueness as in (4.6) is natural for equations like (2.14).
Theorem 4.1. The ε-correction to the action operator in (2.13) is given by
where the operation # is defined by (3.3).
Effective adiabatic hamiltonian
Let us return to formula (2.18). By using (3.2), (3.10) and (4.7) one can transform the correction of order ε as follows:
and the operators in (5.2) are assumed to be Weyl-symmetrized. The second summand on the right-hand side of (5.1) still does not commute with the quantum actionŜ ε , but one can apply to it the algebraic averaging procedure.
Let us define the following A-values function on the slow phase space eliminates the noncommuting part of the second summandM on the righthand side of (5.1), namely,
Here the function f ε (s, x) is given by
Proof. Obviously, from (5.1) we havê 9) where all operators on the right-hand side are Weyl-symmetrized. Now the first summand on the right can be expanded in ε:
If we substitute this expansion into (5.9), then the summands of order ε are combined into M & /2 since R (5.3) satisfies the identity
From (5.2), (3.2), (3.4) we see that
and therefore it follows from (3.10), (5.8) that
Thus, we derive the expression for the ε-order summand in (5.7). The lemma is proved.
Formula (5.6) finalizes the quantum adiabatic approximation procedure up to O(ε 2 ). Since the quantum coordinatesX ε commute with the quantum actionŜ ε , we can sit onto the kth eigensubspace of this action. Here by δ 2 f we denote the second difference derivative of the function f :
By applying (A.3) to the unity function 1(x) we obtain from (A.2):
Then by using (3.1), we introduce the vector field Y into this expression: All the operators in (A.5) and (A.6) are assumed to be Weyl-symmetrized. The obtained formula (A.5) was used in (2.15).
